INTRODUCTION

The vision of Toto Kitchen is not merely to develop a cooking area. Equipped by the latest technology in the industry and experienced craftsmanship, the concept of a kitchen is redefined. While focusing on the functionality, we go to great lengths to create a total look, ingeniously concealing appliances, whilst exposing only the beauty of possibly one of the most important family rooms in your home.

Using a modular system, a kitchen set is developed specifically to meet your requirements. The idea of the modular system is like the famous interlocking plastic building blocks named LEGO. It is intentionally designed in variation of models, sizes, also colors. By combining these blocks together, any fabulous designs could be born. The same concept is applied in the modular system, in which modules are developed in different models, sizes and colors. A kitchen is then built by combining specific modules that meet your requirements together.

MATERIAL QUALITY

People desire a beautiful kitchen set, but most importantly they want it to be durable. By combining aesthetic aspect with its careful choices of the wood materials, Toto Kitchen even goes beyond that expectation. The production process is handled by experienced and skilled craftsmen, while aiming only at perfection. The end result: a masterpiece for the discerning.

FINISHING OPTIONS

Finishing options for the kitchen set are widely varied depending on your personal taste. Nonetheless, they are of the same premium quality material: the Melamine Faced Chipboard (MFC), the Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF), or the Back Coated Glass. The difference is only on the characteristic of the material, resulting in the different final look on the panel surface.
Kitchen set in anthracite oak MFC. Kitchen with MFC is a cost effective alternative to bring the warm feeling of wood texture. With the low formaldehyde emission level (E1 standard) board, both wood textures and solid colours are offered to beautify your kitchen set.
Application of lacquer as coating material for wood surface is already well known, but different handling will result in different outcome. With the high quality paint and advanced German machinery used in the production process of Toto Kitchen, only smooth and perfect door finishing is offered. The finishing quality of each panel is ensured by the multi-layer process of lacquering. Sheen level for the lacquer could either be matt or glossy while the colour options are varied.
Kitchen set in cream lacquer matt with profiled door. Kitchen with profiled door is presented to indulge classic taste. Specific appliances and accessories used in the design are carefully chosen to strengthen its character; from the matching handle and knob design to the pots and pans hanger above the island unit.
Kitchen set in chocolate oak veneer high gloss. Wood veneer is favored for its beauty texture that shows the natural grain of a tree. Using veneer, as opposed to solid wood, provides more benefit. It is more eco-friendly as the furniture production of veneer material requires less lumber. Apart from that, the use of veneer extends the design possibilities of a product since it can be easily bended and the wood grain selections are also varied.
Kitchen set in stone grey back coated glass. Back Coated Glass kitchen set is ideal for those who prefer modern yet elegant look. Instead of common glass, tempered glass is used in Toto Kitchen. It is striking to behold as it exudes the perfect glossiness and flatness of the surface. One of its advantages is its safety aspect; it will crumble into small pieces when damaged, providing an extra level of safety for your loved ones.
Cooking can be chaotic without proper organization of your kitchen utensil. At Toto Kitchen, diverse accessories preferences are available to help you solve this problem; from a simple cutlery tray that acts as a divider for your flatware storage, into a multifunction pull-out shelf to store your food and spices. Your cooking experience will be entirely revamped.

**CARCASS**
- **Board**: MFC 16 mm
- **Origin**: Europe
- **Quality**: E1, Moisture Resistant

E1 is an European certification which indicates that the wood material used in the production process has a very low formaldehyde level. Hence, you can be assured of its safety towards your health. Beside this fact, the MFC is also furnished with moisture resistant feature which makes it lasts longer if exposed to moist condition compared to normal MFC.

**BACKPANEL**
- **Board**: MFC 8 mm
- **Color**: Carcass Finish
- **Origin**: Europe
- **Quality**: E1, Moisture Resistant
- **Edging**: 0.6 mm ABS edging with matching color

**DOOR PANEL OPTION**

- **MFC**
  - **Board**: MFC 18 mm
  - **Quality**: E1, Moisture Resistant

- **LACQUER HIGH GLOSS**
  - **Board**: MDF 19 mm / 21 mm
  - **Quality**: E1, Moisture Resistant
  
  Lacquer high gloss finishing is acquired by conducting seven stages of lacquering process on all sides of a wood panel. It ensures excellent glossiness of the surface and leaves seamless joint lines between edges and surfaces.

- **LACQUER MATT**
  - **Board**: MDF 19 mm / 21 mm
  - **Quality**: E1, Moisture Resistant

  Five layers of lacquer coating is applied on a wood panel in order to produce matt finishing.

- **VENEER OPEN PORE/ MATT**
  - **Board**: MDF 20 mm
  - **Quality**: E1, Moisture Resistant

  Veneer open pore finishing reveals its wood texture so that it will look more natural. Meanwhile, application of transparent matt lacquer as the final coat smooths out the texture of the surface.

**BLUM**
- **TANDEMBOX**
  - **BLUMOTION in “GREY” Aluminum Box, or**
  - **Stainless Steel “INOX” Box, or**
  - **Silk White “INTIVO” Box**

**HINGE**
- **BLUMOTION Integrated Soft Closing Hinges, “Silent and Effortless”**

**COUNTERTOP OPTION**

- **Natural Stone**
- **Quartz Stone**
- **Solid Surface**

**ACCESSORIES**
- **European Origin**
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